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Interest Rate 

Call money market was quite liquid last week. The weighted average Call rate 
declined by 45 bps from 2.72% to 2.27%. Average daily interbank repo 
volume remained almost unchanged. However, weighted average repo rate 
increased by 26 bps from 0.30% to 0.56%. In a latest move, central bank has 
set floor for call money transactions at 1% and Repo transactions at 0.75%. 
Apart from this, BDT 13.57 bio has been injected from USD sell to Bangladesh 
Bank last week.  Treasury Auction: 2 years bond rate increased by 47 bps on 
a standard tenor basis. Devolvement on central bank was BDT 9.07 bio. 
Auction for 91D and 182D T-bill for BDT 20.0 bio each was held today. Yields 
increased by 8 bps and 47 bps respectively. Auction for 5Y T-bond for BDT 

20.0 bio will take place this Tuesday.   

Outlook: Due to non acceptance of reverse repo by central bank or lack of any 
other money market instrument  to park excess liquidity and other activities, 
we are assuming BB is supporting lower rate and it will continue until 

economy recovers. 
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Capital Market 

The weighted average deposit rate in the country’s banking sector in 
September dropped to an all-time low of 4.79%, much below the current 
inflation rate. Many banks are offering around 2% interest against their 
deposit products that may result in capital erosion given the inflation rate of 
6.44% in October, the highest in seven years. Excess liquidity in the banking 
system and the enforcement of the 9% ceiling on lending rate by the 
government on April 1 have resulted in a sharp decline in deposit rate, 
according to economists and bankers. Because of the 9% lending rate 
enforced by the government, banks were forced to lower the cost of fund, the 
deposit rate, to comply with the government’s instruction. Policy relaxations 
by the central bank amid the coronavirus outbreak have also resulted in 
increased liquidity in the banks. At the end of August this year, excess liquidity 
in the country’s banking system increased to BDT 1.61 trio while the volume 

of excess liquidity was BDT 605.5 bio at the end of May last year. 

Though the banks are holding adequate liquidity to lend, most of the banks, 
which were very cautious in issuing loans at the early stage of coronavirus 
outbreak, have hardly found businesses to issue credit due to the uncertain 

economic outlook given the global and local coronavirus situation. 

Outlook: The interest rate is expected remain downward due to slower ADP 

implementation, low domestic demand and credit growth.   

Released Economic Data (G8 Countries) 

Indicator USA UK Eurozone Japan 

CPI (YoY) 1.40% 0.50% -0.30% 0.00% 

GDP Growth Rate 33.10% -19.80% 12.70% -7.90% 

Unemployment Rate 6.90% 4.50% 8.30% 3.00% 

Base Rate 0.25% 0.10% 0.00% -0.10% 

Government Bond 10Y 0.82% 0.28% -0.20%* 0.02% 

Treasury Bill & Bond Yields 

USDBDT Exchange Rate 

Released Economic Data (South Asia & China) 

Indicator India  Pakistan China  Bangladesh 

CPI (YoY) (% change) 7.34% 8.91% 1.70% 6.44% 

GDP Annual Growth Rate -23.90% 1.91% 4.90% 5.24% 

Policy Repo Rate 4.00% 7.00% 3.85% 4.75% 

Government Bond 10Y 5.87% 9.79% 3.21% 5.63% 
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Latest Issue Date Tenor Latest Yield Previous Yield 

08-Nov-2020 91 Days 1.05% 0.97% 

08-Nov-2020 182 Days 1.96% 1.49% 

01-Nov-2020 364 Days 2.99% 2.49% 

03-Nov-2020 2 Years 4.11% 3.64% 

14-Oct-2020 5 Years 4.36% 5.89% 

21-Oct-2020 10 Years 5.63% 6.80%  

27-Oct-2020 15 Years 7.04% 6.73% 

27-Oct-2020 20 Years 7.54% 7.08% 

Index Value Weekly Change 

DSEX      4,942.12  1.98% 

FTSE 100      5,910.02  5.97% 

Nikkei 225     24,325.23  5.87% 

Dow Jones IA    28,323.40  6.87% 

S&P 500      3,509.44  7.32% 

Global Currencies 

EURUSD  1.96% weekly change  
EUR/USD pair gained 1.96% last week, closing at 1.1873. It remains well bid 
amid the prevailing risk-on mood. If the upside pressure persists, the next 
target of relevance will emerge at the late-September highs near 1.1920 

ahead of the August’s top at 1.1965. Next support level is at 1.1740. 

GBPUSD  1.53% weekly change  

Sterling ticked higher against a broadly weaker US dollar last week and  
closed at 1.3143. The pair consolidated gains above 1.3100 after having 

rallied on last Thursday. Support and resistance is at 1.3100 and 1.3245.  

AUDUSD  3.29% weekly change  
AUD/USD closed at 0.7257, up by 3.29% during the week. The risk rally post-
US elections has boosted the AUD. However, the pair will face strong 

resistance at 0.7300. Support is at 0.7190. 

USDJPY  1.25% weekly change  

The pair closed at 103.34, losing 1.25% during the week. The post-election 
rally sent the USD tumbling, and USD/JPY dipped to a fresh 8-month low at 

103.15. Support and resistance is at 103.00 and 104.30 respectively. 

USDCNY  1.25% weekly change 

The pair lost 1.25% during the last week and closed at 6.6080. The pair 
continues to slide downwards. Support and resistance is at 6.5000 and 

6.6500 respectively.  

 Market Synopsis 

Money Market 
The country's current account balance posted a surplus of USD 3.53 bio in 
Q1’FY2021 due to a sharp decline in the trade deficit to USD 2.03 bio driven 
by a steep descend in imports against dwindling exports. Also, strong growth 
in remittances in recent months has pushed up the surplus of the current 
account. The inflow of remittances grew by more than 43% to USD 8.82 bio 
during the Jul-Oct period of FY2021 from USD 6.16 bio in the same period of 
the previous FY. The BB's policy support has also contributed to achieve such 
higher growth of inward remittances. BB has already relaxed the conditions 
for incentives on the money sent by expatriate Bangladeshis to lift up the 
sinking flow of remittances amid the pandemic. In comparison, exports have 
taken a hit. Bangladesh’s exports fell over 4% YoY in October this year as all 
major export-oriented sectors except jute saw their earnings decline in the 

month with RMG witnessing a 7.8% YoY drop in exports in October.  

Interbank market remains quite liquid with transactions taking place in the 
range of USD/BDT 84.80 to 84.81. From June 01, 2020 till date banks have 
sold USD 4.173 bio to central bank, injecting BDT funds of 35,390.07 cr. 
(BAFEDA).  FX reserves stand at USD 39.96 bio as on 04 Nov 2020;  whereas 
a year ago reserves were at USD 32.48 bio. Finance Minister expects FX 

reserves to hit USD 50 bio within the next 14 months.  

Outlook: The exchange rate is expected to remain stable with declining 

imports in the backdrop of continuous flow of remittance. 

 DSE will introduce new sessions such as pre-opening and post-closing 

session on November 19 to create the scope of determining justified 

opening and closing price of the listed securities. 

 The cut-off price of Index Agro Industries has been fixed at BDT 62 each 

through electronic bidding by eligible investors. 

Commodity (unit)  Latest Price  Weekly Change 

Brent Crude Oil (BBL) 39.45 5.31% 

Gold (OZS) 1952.28 3.85% 

ICE-US Cotton (LBS) 68.62 -0.44% 

Soybean (BSH) 1098.50 3.98% 

Wheat (BSH) 602.00 0.58% 

Sugar (LBS) 14.91 3.83% 

Palm Oil (Tonne) 824.00 5.27% 

Steel (Tonne) 711.00 1.72% 

Capital Market  

1M 2M 1Y 6M 3M 

0.1278 0.1720 0.3333 0.2434 0.2059 

*10-Year Eurozone Central Government Bond Par Yield Curve 


